Abstract . T hi s paper presents a modeling technique t hat derives from t he work of Newmark to descr ibe t he behavior of steel-concrete composi te beam s wit h elastic shear connection . The model is used to derive expressions for beam curvat ure, rotation and defl ection under monoto ni c load from wh ich the st iffness matrix is derived and fini te elem ent analysis performed on a set of illustrat ive examp les. Iviodel resul ts are compared to t hose obtained using other method
INTRODUCTION
Steel and concrete composite structural elements have been used in construction since the early 1920s. Mechanical con nections lock together steel and concrete to cause the entity to behave as a single element . Composite beam defl ections stress distri bution and modes of failure are governed by the strength and reliability of the shear connection between the joined materi als. To design effective composite sections, engineers must possess not only a clear underst anding of the mechanical properties of st eel and concrete but also the nature of the bond betwee n them [2] . A topic of modern research into composite beam behavior addresses partial shear interaction between joined materials.
Newmark [1] derived a differential equation to describe general composite elements fabricated from dissimilar m ateri als . Ranzi [6] used a direct stiffness formulation based on an element possessing 8DOF to describe vertical displacement , rotation and slip . Faella [4] deri ved an element stiffness m at rix and fixed-end nodal forces as solutions of t he Newmar k equation .
This paper models the partial interaction between materials in a composite steelconcrete beam fabricated with elastic shear connections placed at discrete intervals along the length of a beam. The model permits the ready calculation of elemental curvature, rotation and deflection under monotonic loads fr om which the element al stiffness element can be readily obtained .
The paper co mpares res ults obtained from the model with those computed using alternative forms of FEM analyses and other methods . Fig. 1 shows a composite beam in cross section and the assumed steel-concrete strain distribution as that found in [1] . The problem assumes: l. The cross section is rigid and does· not distort 2. The curvature is the same in both steel a nd concrete 3. The shear connection exhibits linear-elastic behavior as shown in Fig. 2 4. Concrete and steel exhibit linearly elastic stress/ strain behavior Denote prop erties section element as : -Ac, Ar , As: area of the concrete, of the reinforcement and of the steel.
MODEL FORMULATION

General
-A 1 , A2 , A: area of the element 1, 2 and of the section -A1 =Ac+ Ar; A2 =As; A= A1 + A2
-Sc, S r, S s: first moment of area of the concrete , the reinforcement and steel joist , about the abi litary reference axis.
-l e, Ir, Is: second moment of area of the concrete , reinforcement and steel joist , about the a r bitrary reference axis .
- In Fig. 1 the reference y-axis is located a posit ive distance y 0 below the top of the cross-section . Axial displacements are referred to the reference axis, which without loss of generali ty can coincide with the top of the steel joist. u~ is t he top fiber strain, u~ is the strain at the reference axis, v" is the curvature, and s' is the sli p strain that characterizes the partial nature of the interaction Material properties can be expressed generically as:
(1) 
where: k -the shear connection stiffness (force per length 2 ) , K -the strength of the shear connection (in Pust -test ) , nc -number of the shear connectors present at the crosssection , ic -shear connector longitudinal spacing.
The model
Figs . 3, 4 illustrat e an elemental b eam and the upper material free body diagram. [5] , [6] . 
Horizontal equilibrium
Consider the composite beam illustrated in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 .
where N 1 , N2 are the axial forces in the element 1, 2 and Mis the bending moment From Eq . (1) and (3), we have:
A Solve (5) and (6) for u~, v" :
(5)
(8)
The expressions for the rotation and deflection are obtained by integrating the curvature, the strain along the length of the bea,m length denoted z. Hence:
Interface lip may be derived from the strain diagram as:
From Eq. (11 ), Un as :
From (7) , (8) and (12):
in which :
Shear connection
From Fig. 4 and using (4) , (7) and (8) , we obtain the internal axial for ce N 1 as [5] :
Consider the horizontal equilibrium of the fr ee body diagram ,
From (2), (15) and (16),
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From (17) ,
where: µ 2 = ~; so ,p: d epends on the nature of the applied load conditions 2.3. The stiffness matrix k; the vector of the equivalent nodal loads
.3.1. Equilibrium
Using the beam illustrated in Fig. 3, Fig . 5 
{9eq } is t he vector of equivalent nodal.
.3 .. The stiffness matrix K
The stiffness matrix K is obtained by restraining all DOF save the one related to the column considered, to which a unit displacement is applied .
The moment and the axial force along t he beam can be expressed as 
M = -Mo+ Ro z; N=-No
From (19) and (22) From consideration of statics, obtain the nodal actions NL, RL, ML are:
. Equivalent nodal loads du e to uniform load w
800
... 
For the beam shown in Fig. 6 , let E e = 2.1 x 10 7 KPa, Es = 2.1 x 10 8 KP a and the shear connection stiffness k = 8.33 x 10 5 KPa . Using only one element to complete the analysis using the proposed model (GTM) yields a calculated defl ection in perfect agreement with results presented in [5] . Fig. 8 Using twelve stiffness elements to analysis the left span deflection. The results shown in Table 1 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes a general modeling technique for the analysis of steel-concrete composite beams with elastic shear connection (partial interaction). The curvature, the rotation and the deflection formulation have obtained by using this model. Then derivation stiffness matrix K and application in the finite element method to analysis of the composite beams. (This is the 3rd t ime this same sentence appears in this paper!!)
The results obtained have demonstrated the advantages and the confidence of the GMT method in comparision with the other results and experimental test. Model is simply, this method need to research to analysis composite beam for various loading . Bai bao trlnh bay mo hl nh ky t hu~t tdng quat dl,l'a t ren mo hlnh ky t hui:lt cua Newm ark d@ mo ta ung xU: cua dam thep-be tong li en hc;ip voi lien Ht chju ci=lt tuy §n tfnh . SU: di,mg mo hlnh nay xay dl,l'ng cac phuong t rlnh chuy@n vj, bi@n d<;tng cu a phan tU: duoi tac di,mg cua tai tr9ng t inh va sU: di,rng cac phuc111g trlnh nay xac djnh ma t ri;ln do cu11g K . Ap dl).ng k §t qua vao phtrong phap phiin tU: hfru h <;tn d@ k hao sat cac bai toan co ban . K §t qua t hu duc;ic so sanh voi k@t qua khac .
